
Cursed Grounds
Scary Places Series • Glossary Crossword Puzzle
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Across
2. a very large and grand house

4. words spoken to cause evil or injury; a spell

5. ridges of rocks, sand, or coral in the ocean
near the water’s surface

7. a mixture of liquids
10. had one’s head chopped off

11. people who are hurt or killed by a person or
an event

13. all or part of a dead body

14. a strong building from which people can
defend an area

15. what is left of something that has decayed or
been destroyed

Down
1. the first people to live in America; they are
sometimes called American Indians

3. a native person of Australia

4. an area of land where dead bodies are buried

5. a large, warm area of land covered with trees
and plants,
where lots of rain falls

6. spoken words that are supposed to have
magical powers

8. blamed for doing something wrong

9. an act of getting even for something that has
been unfairly done

12. a supernatural creature, such as a ghost



Across
19. a story handed down from the past that may
be based on fact but is not always completely
true

23. a ring-shaped coral island that surrounds a
lagoon

24. under an evil spell and therefore likely to
cause evil or injury

25. a ceremony that is held after a person dies

26. the championship; in baseball a World Series
win

27. the preserved body of a dead person or
animal

28. before the time when people began to use
writing to record history

29. spoke excitedly and without making sense

Down
16. mental illness
17. people from another country who settle in an
area and are ruled by the country from which they
came

18. having done something wrong or against the
law

20. a large amount of snow, ice, or rock that
suddenly slides
down a mountain

21. secretly hides or lies in wait
22. die


